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Working with students with language
impairment: Vocabulary
What is language impairment?
Language impairment refers to difficulties using and

understanding language and is typically defined by comparing

Glossary

information about what is expected of children’s language

Pragmatics
The way language is used and
the use of language in social
contexts

a student’s performance on a language assessment with

development at different ages. Specific language impairment

(SLI) refers to language difficulties that occur when a student’s
other cognitive functions are within the average range, while

the term ‘non-specific language impairment’ is used to describe
students whose language skills are below those expected of

their age but may be at a similar level to their cognitive skills. In

Cognition
The mental processes involved in
gaining knowledge

this factsheet, we will use the terms ‘language impairment’ or

‘language difficulties’ to refer to all students with difficulties using

Morphology
The forms and structure of words

and understanding language. Approximately 7% of children are

affected by language difficulties but there is very wide variability

Phonology
The sound system of a language

in these children’s abilities. Language impairment can involve

all aspects of language, namely syntax (word order), semantics
(vocabulary and meaning), morphology, phonology and

pragmatics. It is important to note that children with language

Phonemic awareness
The ability to hear, identify and
manipulate sounds

impairment are at risk for later literacy problems.

What is ‘vocabulary’?
The term ‘vocabulary’ refers to the words known by a person. This includes both the words a student

understands when they hear or read the word (receptive vocabulary) as well as those they can produce in
conversation or written work (expressive or productive vocabulary). It is important to distinguish this from

word recognition vocabulary, which is generally used in schools to describe words that a student is able to
read, whether or not they know the meaning. Word meaning vocabulary refers to words that students can
define or attach meaning to1 and is the focus of this discussion. In addition, this information will focus on

both receptive and expressive vocabulary: receptive vocabulary refers to the understanding of words that
are read or heard whereas expressive vocabulary refers to the spoken/written use of words.

There are different levels of ‘knowing’ a word from unknown (never seen or heard of it, no idea what it
means), through to knowledge that the word exists, partial knowledge and complete knowledge1.
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Students learn vocabulary items in a variety of ways including:
•

explicit teaching, when a parent, teacher or other person tells the learner the word and what it means

•

developing meaning from contexts such as conversation, television, books and the playground

•

strategically figuring out words and their meanings based on context, the parts of the words and
strategies such as using dictionaries1

Typically developing learners are generally able to derive meanings from context and incidental learning
situations but it is important to note that children with language impairments may not learn words as

efficiently and may require more frequent and repeated exposure to truly learn a word. In addition, children
with language impairments are less likely to learn words incidentally through book reading2. It is also

important to note that vocabulary development varies widely among children at the age of school entry.

Why is it important? How does it impact on language and
literacy development?
Vocabulary development is a crucial part of reading, writing and functioning in the classroom and is

described by Scarborough3, (2001) as one of the many strands that are woven into skilled reading. A

large body of research has demonstrated the critical link between early vocabulary knowledge and later

achievement in reading2. Importantly, studies have indicated wide discrepancies in vocabulary knowledge
in the early years of school between children of different socio-economic backgrounds.

In early readers, research indicates that receptive and expressive vocabulary skills impact on the

development of phonological skills and word identification skills2. Beginning readers, who have limited

decoding skills, rely on their vocabulary skills to identify pictures and other contextual clues in order to
make attempts at unfamiliar content words. Children who have difficulty understanding words are at

higher risk for having difficulty blending sounds. Children with limited expressive vocabulary and who

have difficulty defining words are more likely to have difficulty with word identification5. In later years,

research also indicates that vocabulary knowledge is strongly associated with both comprehension6,7 and

overall reading achievement. It also affects students’ abilities to participate in classroom activities. The

relationship between reading comprehension (understanding what you read) and vocabulary is particularly

strong in upper primary school and beyond when reading is important to gain information in order to access
the curriculum7. The importance of reading in gaining new information is often described as a shift from
‘learning to read’ to ‘reading to learn’.

What do vocabulary skills look like in primary school aged
students?
Children with limited vocabulary are likely to struggle with a number of areas of learning and social

interaction. Some of these children will be identified before they come to school while others will be

identified later by teachers or medical and allied professionals, such as speech pathologists. Many children
will not be identified until perhaps much later when they present with significant learning difficulties not only
in reading comprehension but in learning to accurately read more complex texts.
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A child with vocabulary difficulties may show some or all of the following characteristics:
Expressive language difficulties, such as:
•

hesitant language e.g. um, ah

•

nonspecfic words e.g. ‘thing’, ‘this’

•

use of simpler words and a reduced range of words

Comprehension difficulties, such as:
•

incorrect responses during class discussions

•

incorrect responses to comprehension questions about a written text

Reading difficulties, such as:
•

not remembering words read previously

•

difficulty choosing words in context

•

difficulty decoding words

See the table below for further details:
Kindergarten - Year 2 (Early Stage 1 - Stage 1):
Students with strong vocabulary skills may:

Students with poor vocabulary skills may:

know and use a wide variety of specific words

have difficulties using a range of words including
specific and technical words for writing and

speaking and may use hesitant language e.g. um,
ah and non-specific words e.g. ‘thing’, ‘this’
read more and learn more words (The Matthew
Effect); find it easier to learn new words14

not remember words read previously and take

longer to learn new words, requiring numerous
repetitions of words to learn their meaning2

be more likely to have good pre-reading skills

be more likely to have difficulty decoding words

respond more accurately to questions and

put up their hand to answer questions less

and word identification skills5,8
instructions
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Students with strong vocabulary skills may:

Students with poor vocabulary skills may:

have a better ability to comprehend texts9,10

have difficulties understanding stories read

aloud to them and may have trouble answering
questions about written texts

find maths word problems easier

have difficulty understanding word maths
problems

As a child moves into Stage 2 of learning, the focus shifts from learning to read to reading to learn.
Language is more complex and abstract in the final stages of primary school learning.

Students in Years 3 - 6 (Stage 2 - 3) will show all of the above skills, as well as the following:
Years 3 - 6 (Stage 2 - 3):
Students with strong vocabulary skills may:

Students with poor vocabulary skills may:

be able to use technical words when reading,

use a smaller variety of words, simpler words and

be able to generate synonyms and antonyms for

have reduced reading comprehension due to

writing and speaking
common words

repetitive sentences when writing or speaking
a reduced depth of knowledge of words e.g.
meanings, synonyms11

understand that some words have multiple

have difficulty using, understanding and

be able to orally define words

show more difficulty learning new words12

have a good knowledge of word origins and apply

not learn words easily by hearing the word in

word meanings and to create new words

instruction and repetition

meanings

knowledge of prefixes and suffixes to understand

draw on topic knowledge to assist them in working
out the meaning of unknown words

remembering figurative language

conversations or discussions and may need direct
show reduced skill in inferring information
from text due to limited word knowledge

and have significant difficulty understanding

complex research data and text for writing and
comprehension tasks
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How is vocabulary assessed?
There are many assessments that can help us understand more about a student’s vocabulary skills. They
range from specific vocabulary assessments, through to comprehensive tests with subtests that assess
various elements of vocabulary. The majority of these tests are completed by speech pathologists who

specialise in language development and language difficulties in children. Some tests might be completed
by psychologists or school counsellors.

Following is a list of tests that assess vocabulary specifically or as part of an overall language assessment.
The list includes measures of both receptive and expressive vocabulary. It is in no way a complete list or a
recommendation for the use of any particular testing instrument.
Tests to assess vocabulary
Name of Test
Clinical Evaluation of
Language

Fundamentals-4th
Edition (CELF-4)
Australian

Standardised Edition

Expressive Vocabulary
Test, Second Edition
(EVT-2)

Peabody Picture

Vocabulary Test, Fourth
Edition (PPVT™-4)

The WORD Test 2:
Elementary and
Adolescent
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What Does it Assess?

Age group

Who

Administers

The CELF-4 assesses
a range of language

skills through a number
of subtests. A number
of these are used to

5 years - 21
years

Speech

pathologists

evaluate vocabulary
skills.

The EVT-2 measures

expressive vocabulary. It

involves 2 tasks, labelling
and providing synonyms.

2 years, 6

months - 90+

The PPVT-4 is a measure
of receptive vocabulary
(understanding of

vocabulary) for Standard

2 years, 6

months - 90+

American English.

The WORD Test 2

evaluates the impact of

vocabulary on academic
performance.
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Name of Test
Comprehensive
Receptive and

Expressive Vocabulary
Test, Second Edition
(CREVT-2)

What Does it Assess?

Age group

The CREVT-2 measures

receptive and expressive
oral vocabulary in both

4 years - adult

adults and children.

Who

Administers

Speech

pathologists

The CASL is a general
Comprehensive

Assessment of Spoken
Language (CASL)

assessment of spoken

language and processing
(receptive) skills.

Some subtests provide

3 years - 21
years

Speech

pathologists

information about
vocabulary skills.
The MAVA is a

Montgomery

Assessment of

Vocabulary Acquisition
(MAVA)

comprehensive,

standardised test for

evaluating a student’s

expressive and receptive
word knowledge across

3 years - 12
years, 11
months

Speech

pathologists

three tiers of vocabulary
words.

The TOLD-P4 is a
general language
Test of Language

Development-Primary,
Fourth Edition
(TOLD-P: 4)

assessment with 9

subtests that measure

4 years - 8

of language. Some

months

different components

subtests provide specific

years, 11

Speech

pathologists

information about
vocabulary skills.

The TOSS-P is designed
to assess a student’s
Test of Semantic SkillsPrimary (TOSS-P)

semantic skills. It yields

4 years - 8

a student’s receptive and

months

specific information about
expressive semantic and

years, 11

Speech

pathologists

vocabulary abilities.
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Supporting students with language difficulties in the
classroom - general strategies and considerations
Vocabulary instruction needs to be comprehensive, integrated and school-wide. Integrated means that
vocabulary is a fundamental concern in all grades, in all key learning areas and throughout the whole

school day, while comprehensive means that vocabulary instruction is more than a list of words or the use
of a dictionary. Comprehensive instruction can involve developing a language and word rich environment,
intentional and often explicit teaching of selected words, opportunities for repeated exposure, use and
practise, and strategies to allow students to learn new words independently.

Classroom teachers play an important role in the development of vocabulary skills in children in their class
and particularly those with language difficulties. Following are some strategies that teachers may wish to

consider when working with students with language impairments who show difficulties with acquiring and
using appropriate vocabulary skills. The strategies are general, rather than specific and it is important to
note that some students will need individualised programs and support by a speech pathologist.
In implementing any strategies, it is worth keeping in mind the following general framework:
Curriculum
•

What elements of the curriculum can I adapt and/or use to highlight and teach new vocabulary?

Environmental
•

What changes can I make to the learning/classroom environment to maximise the students’ learning?

Individual
•

What changes can I make to my teaching style (e.g. language use, pausing, repetition) to assist
learning? What individual supports do the students need?

A framework for developing skills
Bauman et al (2007)13 suggest a number of components that promote effective vocabulary development:
•

developing a rich and varied language environment

•

explicitly teaching individual words

•

teaching word learning strategies

Students with language impairment may also benefit from the vocabulary teaching strategies associated

with these components but they will require additional adjustments. The table below describes classroom
strategies for each of these components, with suggested adjustments for students with specific language
impairment.
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Developing a rich and varied language environment
In the classroom this can be provided by:

Suggested adjustments for students with

•

the teacher reading a range of books/texts

•

•

encouraging students to read a broad range

aloud

of books independently, using strategies such
as literature circles, word finder bookmarks,
reading logs and journals

•

keeping a ‘Word Wall’ for interesting words
from independent reading, content area

vocabulary and other sources - encourage

language difficulties include:

they encounter in and out of school

language level - it is important to use text that
contains some but not too many new and
difficult words

•

providing access to a broad range of book
types (e.g. audio books, e-books) at an
appropriate language level

•

providing visual support for word learning pictures, photographs, pictorial mnemonic
strategies or visual organisers

students to be ‘Word Wizards’ developing the

habit of noticing and sharing interesting words

reading books aloud that are at the student’s

•

using student friendly definitions of words

rather than dictionary definitions - pinpoint the
word’s typical use and explain its meaning in
everyday language15

•

providing verbal support for word learning -

modelling, expanding or recasting (repeating
an incorrect word back to the student in a
corrected form)

Explicitly teaching individual words
In the classroom this can be provided by:

Suggested adjustments for students with

•

•

pre-teaching the most relevant and frequently

•

explicitly teaching words in a rich and multi-

developing ‘memorable words’, that is, words
students feel they own because they use

them, developed through discussing the words
and students maintaining personal lists
•

selecting useful tier 2 and 3 words from Key
Learning Areas (see NSW CER website:

Selecting Words from: NSW CER website:
Selecting Words and providing multiple

language difficulties include:

contextual manner

•

providing additional multiple repetitions or

•

scaffolding the use of visual organisers -

exposures through a variety of activities e.g.
◊

occurring words for a curriculum topic

self-assessing word knowledge by using

exposures to new words over time

model and joint construction, teacher partially
completes and child finishes

checklists
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In the classroom this can be provided by:
◊

acting out/miming word meanings

◊

using graphic organisers:
concept maps,

Venn diagrams

semantic maps,

◊

ranking lists according to intensity,

◊

comparing words

Suggested adjustments for students with
language difficulties include:
•

using examples and non-examples to

•

teaching the student to reflect on new

support teaching word meanings

words learned e.g. What new words have I
learned?16

word clines/linear arrays

Teaching word learning strategies
In the classroom this can be provided by

teaching a range of rules and using clues,
including:
•

vocabulary rule - a general strategy for

attempting to work out the meaning of new
words in text

•
•

context clue types - definition, synonym,
antonym, example and general clues
word-part clues - which can also be

Suggested adjustments for students with
language difficulties include:
•

additional modelling of strategy and

•

additional modelling of how to use these and

•

supporting the student to identify when

presented as a chart and as a handout for

students to keep as they move from class to
class
•

scaffolding its use

more guided and independent practice

they don’t know a word meaning and to use

strategies to determine meaning (dictionary,
discussion, context)

prefix and suffix families charts to use when
looking at new words
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In summary
•

Vocabulary skills vary widely among children of primary school age

•

Strong vocabulary skills impact positively on children’s ability to learn to read and to participate in

•

Students who have difficulties using a range of words including specific and technical words for writing

language activities across the curriculum

and speaking and who use hesitant language e.g. um, ah and non-specific words e.g. ‘thing’, ‘this’ may
have poor vocabulary skills

•

Students with poor vocabulary may not remember words read previously and take longer to learn new

•

Classroom teachers are well placed to provide activities that boost vocabulary skills in students with

words, requiring numerous repetitions of words to learn their meaning
and without language difficulties.
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